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1. Relevance of the pnoblem"
The agriculturai sector in the Republrc of Kosovo is currently dominant in terms of GDp
and has been traditionally lmportant for the developrnent of the local economy After the war,
the country's political leaders sought to develop the sector, recognizing its important strategic
role. On the other hand, the Bulgarian experience can be used to tiansfer knowledge a'nd
management approaches in the field of Kosovo s agricultural sector. The topic of implementing
appropriate policies in the agricultural sector in order to achieve sustainable development ii
undoubtedly a topical tssue, which in recent years has increased its rmportanco, both in relation
to Kosovo and Bulgaria ln this sense, I find the topic dissertable and relevant.

2. Purpo$e, tasks, hypotheses and research methods.

The goal set in the dissertation is formulated as follows "to analyze in a comparative plan
the agricultural policies of the Republic of Kosovo and the Republic oi Bulgaria and to transfer,
and to propose approaches to improve the agrrcultural development poliJy of the Republic
of
Kosovo." The tasks of the research development are formulated in the form of five consecutive

stag es.

The research methodology used in the dissertation does not differ in diversity and includes:
research and literature review. cornparatrve and SWOT aqalysis, systematic and graphical
analysis. The main research method is an interviewwrth a survey based on the method
of expert
assessments which is not a typical example for the economic sphere.

3. visurallzation and presentation of the obtained results.
Structurally the presented scientific work consists of an introduction, two chapters,

a

conclusion and a iist of references ln this respect, there is a relatively well-balanced exposure
with minimal structural disparities. Tlre content of the paper corresponds to the established topic
of the dissertation ancl is logically soui"rd

The dissertation ts developed rn a volunre of '133 pages, of which
130 are the main text.
The study is illr,rstratecl with 21 tables;:n0 .ig lrcrLrres;

4. Discussion of the resLrlt$ anc{ used literature.

The main results of the dissertatron research are a consequence
of the SWOT

analysis,
which identifies the main factors threats, dangers and opportunrties
to increase the

competitiveness of agriculture in the Republic of Bul!aria and
the Republic of Kosovo.
The dissertation is a completed monographrc itroy on the possibilities
for implementing
successful agricultural policies in the Republr-c of Kosovo. To
this end, the doctoral student has
conducted a significant bibliographic revtew of theoretical
and research publications. The
bibliographic sources used are 39, 10 in cyrillic and 2g in
English.
The presented abstract for the disseriation is in a volumJ
of 28 pages and is a synthesized
exposition of the dissertation. lt correctly and logically reflects
the main"points of the structure of
the dissertation

5. $cientiflc contributions.
Based on the provided materials the following findings
can be ouflined with the nature of
sctentific and scientific - applied contributions

r a crttical, theoretical overview and analysrs of modern concepts for policy
implementatron in the agricultural sector,
r a comparative analysis of the structural reforms and the conducted agricultural
policies rn the Republrc

performed;

of

BLrlgaria and

the Republic of Kosovo has

been

increase competitiveness rn both countries.
I accept the contributions referred to above as
reliable, real and proven in the dissertation.

6. CrltlcaI nernarlqs and quesrilons.

The predominant part of the data used in tabular or graphical
form in the dissertation
is not relevant but is from 10-15 years ago. tlre same applies
to the literature sources

used.

The procedure by wlrich tlre nrethoci oi expert assessments
and the competencies of
the participanis was carried or-rt is not describecJ l-here
ate no questionnaires used from
the survey There is a lack of use of ec'.,rnor-nic models, formulary
and empirical research.
Not a good enough level of graphic design.
To a significant extent, the bibiiogiaphic crtatron does not
comply with established
Bulgarian and international standards.
Questions to the doctoral str-ident:

':'

*

What statistical methods woulcl you use to identify the current existing

elements of convergence ancl structural differences between
the specifics of
the development of the agricultural sectors rn Bulgaria
and Kosovo?

What indicators woulci you use to evaluate ihe degree of sustainable
development of the agricultural sector rn the two countries concerned?
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7. published articles and citations.
A total of 3 orrblications for
the period 2og - 2o2o have been
presented,
been pubrished abroad
one citationli

tr.,u

doctorai;ir;;;iwas

registered

all of which have

COh,!CLUSISf-J:
Based on the different research
methods learned and applied
by the doctoral student,
the correctly performed expertments
the ,rrruri"u
the presented dissertation'meet.
made, r berieve that
ilrl ,*qrireinents or spncps
"on.rrsions
and the Regulations of the
Agrarian Universrty for its ,ppri.rtio,
which gives me ,"uro, to evaluate posl'vE.
it

lii

I allow myself to suggest
to the honorable

scientrfrc iury to vote in favor
Avni llmi Gashi eoucational and
and award of
scientific degree "DJctor,,in
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the scientific speciarty
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